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Abstract

This paper introduces a recursive procedure named round trip pattern for generating
decision trees based on alterable decision tables. The pattern is mathematically described
by two components representing building tree based on table and altering table based on
data from application adapting tree respectively. This cyclic pattern starts at creating a
decision tree from initial table altered according to Bayes theorem combined with Pareto
values of objective functions. The functions reflect time and spacial complexities of
decision trees. After the initial tree is implemented by application, relevant system data is
collected and analyzed to alter table for building new tree. This cycle continues until
system performance is satisfactory. A small business project is designed and maintained
based on round trip pattern. The system statues are retrieved from its database and
analyzed in details. The analyses of data indicate system performance stays satisfactorily
stable.
Keywords: decision tree; Bayes theorem; Pareto frontier

1. Introduction
As an efficient and viable means to represent decision logic embedded in decision
table, decision tree is critical for multifarious applications involving automatic decision
makings, e.g., digital image processing[1-2], biomedicine [3], firm power capacity
scheduling [4], stock analysis [5], earnings management[6], data mining [7], etc. The
structure of decision tree is crucial for efficiency of system depending on it. How to
design algorithms for constructing decision trees of minimal complexities is the focus
shared by many researches [8-13]. However generating decision tree of all minimized
complexities is commonly intangible and impracticable for real-world applications.
Pursuit of all minimized complexities usually ends with compromising minimization of
some but not all complexities due to the requirements of application. Most literatures
about generating decision tree are focusing the generating procedure depending on
information provided by decision table, i.e., a procedure involving a trip or investigation
of decision table once for all. Few noticed that structure of decision tree which finally
determines complexities may be shaped in some degree based on round trips between
generating procedure and table alteration, i.e., a trip from table to tree to initially generate
tree, then a trip from tree to table to alter table based on information provided by
application implementing tree, then generating tree again based on altered table and etc.
The round trips can be as many as desired until the structure or complexities of generated
tree meet application requirements. The basic idea of round trip is that application
requirements should dominate the tree generating procedure in case that minimization of
all complexities is intangible.
This paper proposes mathematical descriptions and corresponding algorithms for round
trip pattern of constructing decision tree based on decision tables altered either by data
retrieved from application adapting former-generated decision tree or by Bayes theorem
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involving Pareto optimal values of objective functions. The objective functions are
designed to reflect both time and spacial complexities. Round trip pattern comprises
table-to-tree trip and tree-to-table trip. The initial table-to-tree trip yields decision trees
built on table altered by Bayes theorem on account of no application data is available.
Then application is implemented based on tree built in initial trip. After a period of
running application, statistical data is calculated based on application database. The data
is then employed for altering table and new tree is generated. Application is thus updated
based on new tree. This cyclic procedure continues until application performance is
satisfactorily stable. A small business project adapting round trip pattern is developed and
maintained. The statistical data computed from its database show its performance is
improved and stays reasonably stable after several months of running application.
The rest of paper is organized as followings. Section 2 provides a brief review about
Pareto set and definitions associated of decision tree. Section 3 introduces round trip
pattern and its two components mathematically in details. Section 4 focuses on algorithms
implementing round trip pattern. Section 5 analyzes the statistical data calculated from
real-world application database and shows application performance stays stable. Section 6
draws conclusions.

2. Related Works and Basic Concepts
Algorithms of generating decision trees based on given decision tables are constantly
evolving. There are plenty of algorithms for constructing decision trees with respect to
terminal vertices and height of the tree. Different strategies are employed for decision tree
generating of different kinds of decision tables, e.g., single-valued decision tables [8-11]
and multi-valued tables [12-13]. Construction algorithms roughly match some design
pattern like dynamic programming [13], incremental algorithm [10] and greedy algorithm
[11-12], etc. Normally, proposed algorithms attempt to construct decision trees of
minimal height and minimal leaf number which are referred as time and spacial
complexities. Commonly, such attempts end with compromise of optimizing one
complexity because minimization of two is not always possible. This essentially
resembles the case of multiobjective optimization in which several objective functions
need to be minimized, but the ideal case of minimizing all objective functions
simultaneously is not possible. Hence, suboptimal solutions which minimize objective
functions in some degree are derived as Pareto set. Unlike typical multiobjective
optimization whose objective space can be explicitly explored [14-15], objective space for
complexities of decision trees can only be implicitly reflected by relationships of
subtables and associated objective functions due to the great number of possible trees.
Procedure of generating decision tree is commonly a one-way trip, i.e., a tree is built on a
given table and the table will usually never be visited again. Information required for
building decision tree is retrieved from table once for all; nevertheless, the structure of
decision tree will be quite different if underlying table is altered without loss of logic
originally embedded. In data mining, decision table is employed as training data set which
is altered with permission of reducing noisy data, like in [7]. This kind of alteration causes
information lost and logic changings which are undesirable for retaining original logic of
initial table, and more important, few mentioned round trip pattern which alters table
based on generated tree and create new tree in turn.
Formally,
constrains of multiobjective optimization are formalized as functions
, there are
objective functions
and their values form
objective space
. Vectors compatible with
where
form
decision space
and the set of vectors in
satisfying
where
is called feasible space and denoted by

180

. Hence, there is a map
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from
to a subset
, i.e., image of
under . For a given vector
the definition of multiobjective optimization is given below.

is Pareto optimal for
and ,
,

iff
such that
. Minimum of
in

,

for
is denoted by

, a common assumption of

is that there is no
satisfying
. To understand how Pareto set is related
with decision trees, relative definitions of decision tree have to be introduced.
Let
denotes a set containing distinct elements,
denotes a set of no
requirement about distinctness of elements.
and
respectively denote number
of elements in
with and without honoring distinctness. A decision tree is a concise
representation of decision table. A decision table
is a two dimensional table of
condition attributes
which graphically are column headers of .
Row of index in
contains an array of values as
corresponding to
and these values lead to a decision value . Values of
rows in
form a set
and the matched
decisions form a set

(

, otherwise). Generally, a decision table

For any

,
and

for

. For a given subset of

, i.e.,

，

;

has the following structure.

, there is a
, inequalities

a subtable
can be constructed from .
rows is selectively chosen from
where
hold.

when

. For two
hold
and their values

,

has same condition attributes as , but its
, i.e.,
and for any
,

is also denoted by

.

For any vertex
of a decision tree
generated based on a given decision table ,
denotes one condition attribute from
, i.e.,
. The edge connecting just two
vertices is marked by condition values from
. Notice, any
where
can be root vertex of
under the assumption
where
is processed despite of order of

, and ending vertex of

can only be decision values from
. A path of steps from root vertex
to
arbitrary
begins from , passing vertices
through their
connected edges marked by values
and ends at . According the vertices
and values associated with -step path, a subtable
can be constructed as following.
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For an arbitrary row
,
decision value
. In a decision tree

,
is determined by some
built on
, there is a path

presents
, the length of ,
, is defined by the sum of values marked on
edges of path from root of
to
. If
, then
. For a decision tree
built on
, the total length of
is
defined as
. The time complexity of
is defined as
followings.
Spacial complexity of

is defined as number of terminal vertices of

. The famous Bayes theorem for decision table
and
and

attached to

of

where

where
is defined as
with the assumption probabilities of
attached to
where

and

are independent. Probabilities

involved in

can be computed differently as required, e.g.,

assumed as

,

denotes set of

,

attached by

or
, and

can be
where

. Since

always assumed to be constant,
we only need to compute

is
, i.e.,

when comparing probabilities of

and

when is fixed. Based on these definitions, mathematical descriptions for generating
Pareto optimal point and altering decision table are given in following sections.

3. Round Trip Pattern
The general scheme of round trip pattern is shown in Figure1. There are four steps in
scheme, i.e., Step 1: calculate Pareto optimal values, Step 2: alter decision table, Step 3:
construct decision tree and Step 4: apply decision tree. Step 1 to Step 3 is mathematically
introduced in this section. Step 4, however, cannot be precisely described because of the
diversity of applications implementing decision trees and corresponding multifarious
means of retrieving and analyzing application data. But Step 4 is mandatory for
completing round trip and hence is conceptually introduced. Step 1 computes Pareto
values of objective functions explored in Subsection 3.1. Values computed in Step 1 are
adapted in Step 2 for altering initial table. Then the flow starts with Step 2, continues to
Step 3, then Step 4 and returns to Step 2 which completes a round trip. If the termination
condition in Step 2 is not met, then another trip starts. This cyclic procedure is described
mathematically in Subsection 3.2. Step 3 is introduced in Subsection 3.3.
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decision table T
Step 1: calculate Pareto optimal
values
Algorithm1.1：generate a directed acyclic graph starting
from T and proceeding downward until degenerate subtables
Algorithm1.2：compute FT starting from degenerate
subtables in graph and proceeding upward until T
decision table T
Pareto optimal values
Check whether T is altered for the first time
decision table T, Pareto optimal values
decision freguency

Step 2: alter decision table
[it is the first time]

[otherwise]

Calculate Bayesian probability based
on Pareto optimal values and alter T
accordingly

Alter T based on
decision frequency

Compute current frequency change rate
[change rate ≥ change threshold]

[otherwise]

decision table T
decision table T
Step 3: construct decision tree
Algorithm 3.1: generate none-empty subtables of T
Algorithm 3.2: generate decision tree ΓT of T based
on Tree Selection Criterion
decision table T
decision tree ΓT
Step 4: apply decision tree

decision table T
decision tree ΓT

Apply decision tree ΓT in some information system
Retrieve and analyze decision tree application data
for computing decision frequency
decision tableT
decision freguency

Figure 1. General Scheme of Round Trip Pattern

3.1. Pareto Optimal Value of Objective Function
This section introduces the concepts and definitions about Pareto optimal values of
objective functions reflected by Step 1 in Figure 1. Pareto optimal values are derived only
for alteration about initial decision table and will not be touched by subsequent trips. For
a decision table , if all condition values associated with
in
is
denoted by

, i.e., all values in column
，

If

,1

.
，

，

respectively denote ranges of

between

where
，

， then

Where

of

and

. Map

is defined as followings.

. Let data structure graph be employed to represent relationships
and its subtables, then the nodes of graph are subtables
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emitting from a node associated with
are marked by pairs of values
,
，
，
and pointing to nodes
. Hence,
edges in the graph are directed and connect two tables of parent-child relationship. The
graph is thus a directed acyclic graph (
). For a node
, it has two possible
types determined by number of decision values.
When
for all rows
,
share a common decision value and
is leaf node of
When

of

.

,

can be categorized based on their different decision

values. Starting from node
there are

and

edges marked by

a corresponding

. For

of values of

,

，

,…,

，

leading to nodes

，…，

and

. For each

, there is

, an ordered set of all possible compositions

is defined as followings.

Where

,

For

，

For

, value of

function

, for any

denotes inner product and
. Let
,
is defined as followings.

，

,

,

is defined as followings.

can be derived. For

, objective

associated with complexities of decision trees generated based on
is defined as followings.
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Where

denotes the

objective function

th component of vector
of

. According to

,

for describing complexities of subtable

is

given as followings.

Generally, if
is

is terminal node of graph, then

; if

is not a terminal node, we first compute

, then choose the minimal value as
where
which yields

and Pareto optimal point
for each

and Pareto optimal point is

is objective function for retrieving

. For multiobjective optimization of decision tree complexities,

objective space is a two-dimensional space whose objective functions are

and

which graphically are two axis of space.
3.2 Decision Table Alteration
This section introduces concepts and definitions about altering decision tables
according to either Bayesian probability based on Pareto values yielded by Step 1 or
decision frequency given by Step 4. This alteration is reflected in Step 2. Hence, table
alteration made in Step 2 involves two different phrases: Phrase 1: before round trip starts
and Phrase 2: during the activated round trip.
For Phrase 1, Bayesian probability is computed for altering initial table which is
represented by left branch in Step 2 of Figure 1. If
，
and
Bayesian probability involving

when

，

， definition of

is given below.

For Phrase 2, decision frequency given by Step 4 is computed for altering non-initial
table which is represented by right branch in Step 2. In Step 4, after the application
implementing decision tree was running for a period, data of automatically-made
decisions is recorded and retrieved for computing decision frequency corresponding to
each row in decision table. For , decision frequency can be defined as ratio of decision
number associated with
and number of all decisions made during running period.
Based on the above introduction, we can mathematically describe table alteration in
Step 2 as followings. If
denotes the first table obtained by altering
based on
Bayesian probability,
denotes the second table obtained by altering
based on
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decision frequency, … ,
on decision frequency and
table

If
of

Let

denotes the
,

th table obtained by altering
based
denotes the row of index in

, then table alteration operation

is defined as followings.

denotes decision frequency of
is given below.

computed from application data, definition

，

when

，

when

。After table is altered, its decision tree can be constructed by algorithms reflected
in Step 3. Specifically, for
from the
th table alteration, decision tree
of
is constructed by algorithm
with respect to Tree Selection Criterion
denoted by , i.e.,
. Then
is implemented in application and
relevant data is collected during application life time in Step 4. Decision frequency is
computed from application data and round trip returns to Step 2. Round trip continues
until frequency change rate for current trip does not exceed a fixed threshold called
change threshold and denoted by
,
. Change rate
is defined as
followings.

Where
,
is another given threshold for rows. Once
is
found smaller than
which means there is no need to continue round trip based on
given parameters
and .
3.3. Generating Decision Tree
This section introduces concepts and definitions about Tree Selection Criterion
and
reflected by Step 3 in Figure 1.
generates a decision tree based on decision
table altered in Step 2. How decision tree is generated is determined by
whose
definition is given below.

Assuming the procedure of running
can be conceptually divided by generating
trees for subtables of , i.e., each phrase of
generates exactly one decision tree and
current phrase depends on some or all trees generated in previous phrases. Notice
generating single-vertex trees is not a phrase because it does not depend on any
previously-generated trees.
Assuming the th phrase
just completed and the
th phrase
is
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about to begin, then for subtable
subtables

targeted at current phrase, we first categorize its

based on their decision values set

. If

denotes an arbitrary subset of
, then category
is defined as
, i.e.,
functions as a key to group subtables whose
decision values coincide with elements of
. The tree most suitable for
among trees
corresponding to subtables in
is found and is denoted as
whose definition
is given in followings.

Where
denotes the set containing trees of subtables in
generated in
. After we find
for each
, any
will
be replaced by
, i.e., once a -optimal tree for a
is found, all trees related
with tables in
are replaced by the new-found optimal tree. Finally, we attempt to
find -optimal tree for all
which is the result of
.

4. Algorithm Design
In this section, algorithms associated with Step 1 and Step 3 are discussed, namely,
Algorithm 1.1 and Algorithm 1.2 in Step 1; Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 3.2 in Step 3.
Algorithms associated with Step 1 are described in Subsection 4.1 and algorithms of Step
3 are explored in Subsection 4.2.
4.1. Algorithms for Pareto Optimal Values
As depicted in Figure 2, Algorithm 1.1 attempts to split a given decision table
in a
recursive manner. After adding
to
, it tries to find an table
not split yet from
and insert subtables of
where
and
as nodes to
. Node
and all
are connected by directed edges starting from
and
ending at
. Edges are marked by corresponding condition values
. Node
insertion only occurs when subtable is not found in
and if there is an edge
connecting
and existing
, the mark of edge will be added by
rather
than adding a new edge. This node insertion and edge modification or addition continues
until there is no tables found in
which are not split.
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decision table T

Algorithm 1.1

Mark T as unsplit, initialize a directed acyclic
graph(DAG) and add T as a vertex to DAG
Try to find an unsplit table from DAG
[un unsplit table is available]

[else]

Set the available table as T ’
Try to find an unvisited condition attribute fi∈E(T ’)
[an unvisited fi is available]

[else]

Mark T ’ as split
Try to find an unvisited value δ From C(T ’, fi)
[an unvisited δ is available]

[else]

Check whether there is a vertex in DAG
whose subtable is identical with T ’(fi, δ)
[no identical vertex is found]

[else]

Add T ’(fi, δ) to DAG as a vertex
Check whether vertex T ’ and T ’(fi, δ) is
connected by a directed edge
[no edge is found]

[else]

Add a directed edge starting at T ’
and pointing to T ’(fi, δ) to DAG,
and mark the edge by (fi, δ)

Add (fi, δ) to the
mark of the found
edge

DAG

Figure 2. Algorithm 1.1 for Generating DAG Based on Decision Table
Algorithm 1.2 provides core functionality for generating Pareto points based on
mathematical descriptions made in Section 3. The strategy is starting generating from
terminal nodes of
whose Pareto points are of form
, then moving upward to
subtables

containing only terminal nodes providing values for

by adding the smallest

with

. Before

and compute

is reached, it continues to find the

next subtables
whose subtables have completed their Pareto point computation. For ,
each Pareto point attached with
is considered as an optimal Pareto point as
output of proposed algorithm. The details are illustrated in Figure 3.
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DAG

Algorithm 1.2

Initialize |D(T)| vertex collections S1, S2, …, S|D(T)|
Categorize each vertex T ’∈DAG based
on |D(T ’)| and add T ’ to S|D(T ’)|

Notice S|D(T)|
contains only T

Attach (R = 1,F(R) = 0) to each vertex in S1 and set S1 to Si
Find Si+1 after Si based on the order S1, S2, …, S|D(T)|
[else]

[Si+1 is available]

Try to find an unvisited vertex T ’∈Si+1
[T ’ is not available]

[else]

Try to find an unvisited condition attribute fi∈E(T ’)
[else]

[fi is available]

Follow the edges emitting from T ’ and marked by (fi, δj) where
δj∈C(T ’, fi) to retrieve (R(fi, δj),F(fi, δj)) from ending vertex in Si
Compute Rfi = ΣjR(fi, δj) and Ffi = ΣjF(fi, δj)+|C(T ’,

fi )|

Check whether T ’ is T
[T ’ ≠ T]

[else]

Find the smallest Ffi ; if multiple Ffi
share the minimum, then find the
smallest Rfi,and set Ffi to FT ’, set Rfi to
RT ’, finally attach (RT ’, FT ’) to vertex T ’

Attach all (Rfi, Ffi) for
fi∈E(T ) to vertex T

return all (Rfi, Ffi) attached to vertex T for fi∈E(T ) as Pareto points
Pareto points

Figure 3. Algorithm 1.2 for Generating Pareto Optimal Values

4.2. Algorithms for Generating Decision Trees
This section introduces algorithms implementing
. There are two subroutines, i.e.,
Algorithm 3.1 for generating none-empty subtables of
and Algorithm 3.2 for building
decision tree
of
based on Tree Selection Criterion. Tree Selection Criterion refers
to
in our case, but it can also be other logic like minimizing entropy measure
where

.

Algorithm 3.1 finds all subtables of . All found subtables are preserved in a collection
denoted by
and Algorithm 3.2 attempts to generate
of
based on criterion
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defined by

. The implementation details of Algorithm 3.2 are shown in Figure 5.

table collection S

Algorithm 3.2

Try to read an unvisited T ’ from S
[else]

[un unvisited T’is available]
Check all ri∈C(T ’) to see whether
they share a common decision
[a common decision is shared]

[else]

Mark T ’ as degenerate and attach decision tree
of one node marked by common decision to T ’

Check whether T has been attached by a decision tree
[no tree is found attached to T ]

[else]

Try to find a T ’ not attached by a tree in S and
all subtables of T ’ are attached by trees
[ T’ is not found]

[else]

Categorize T ’(fi, δ) where δ∈C(T ’, fi), 1≤i≤|E(T ’)| and 1≤j≤|C(T ’,fi)|
based on decisions of T ’, and preserve each category in a collection
Try to read an unvisited category from collection
[un unvisited category is available]

Select a tree of T ’(fi,
δ) in category based on
Tree Selection Criterion
and attach the tree to
category
According to
different selection
logic, there are
various versions of
Tree Selection
Criterion

[else]

Find fi∈E(T ’) involved in all categories
and preserve found fi in collection E’(T ’)
Construct a tree for each fi∈E’(T ’) as root
based on trees attached to categories, i.e., for
a specific fi, its δj∈C(T ’, fi) are associated
with different categories, for δj ’s involved in
one category, connect fi with the tree attached
to the category by edge marked with δj

Select a tree from constructed trees based on
Tree Selection Criterion and attach the tree to T ’

decision tree ΓT

Figure 5. Algorithm 3.2 for Generating Decision Tree

of

5. Experimental Results
We employed the proposed algorithms to generate decision trees for a small business
project which automatically classifies narrowband LED pack by scanning
two-dimensional barcode printed on each pack. The barcode consists of two main parts of
digital information, i.e., attributes shared by narrowband LED packed inside and unique
identifier composed by three fields of barcode for pack itself. Partial attributes and unique
identifier are crucial for classifying and chosen as
for a decision table
to
represent classifying rules. The classifying logic of system is implemented according to
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decision trees generated by using proposed algorithms based on , and round trip is made
through analyzing database of system and adjust
for each rule represented as a row
in decision table. The system has been running over 6 months and its statues at different
time are reflected through Figure 6 to Figure 8.
The overall number of processed packs is shown in Figure 6. The packs are cyclically
classified at start of each month and the number is increasing as time elapsed. During the
inactivated period of each month, system data is collected and analyzed for generating
new trees adapted by system in turn. The number starts at 0 and ceases at about 15
thousands. Since the unique identifier is checked for each processing, processing involves
more and more data preserved in system as time elapsed.

Figure 6. Number of LED Packs Accumulated in System
At beginning of each month, packs are classified by system and number of processed
packs per day is depicted in Figure 7. From Figure 7, the fact that number of packs per
day coarsely increases as time elapsed. This reflects system users gained increasing
confidence about system and they became more and more dependent on automatic
classifying provided by system.

Figure 7. Number of LED Packs Processed per Day in System
The reason answers for the increasing confidence of system can be investigated in
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Figure 8. Figure 8 shows the average time of processing packs during a day. Since the
units of all abscissas of Figure 6 to Figure 8 are day, we can clearly compare data shown
in three figures uniformly. Although number of processed packs increases in Figure 6, the
average processing time oscillates fiercely during Jun. and Jul. in which accumulated
number remains less than 3 thousand. Contrarily, as accumulated number increases from 3
thousand in Aug. to 15 thousand in Nov. shown in Figure 6, processing time stays stably.
Surprisingly, most of processing time during Nov. shown in Figure 8 is lower than its
predecessors during Oct. and Sep. This explains why confidence about system is
increasing as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Average Time of Processing Barcode per Day

6. Conclusion
This paper mathematically describes round trip pattern for generating decision tree
based on given decision table. The round trip consists of tree-to-table trip and table-to-tree
trip. For the initial tree-to-table trip, Bayes theorem combined with Pareto optimal values
of objective function is adapted for calculating probability-like factor to shape decision
tree for generating. Table-to-tree trip is reflected by generating decision tree based on
table altered in initial tree-to-table trip. The structure of generated tree is determined by a
criterion primarily depending on factors embedded in altered table. After the first round
trip, a system adapting decision tree generated by proposed algorithm is running and data
collected from system can be employed for deriving factors to alter table, and new tree is
generated based on table altered by system data. The round trip continues until some
performance indicator of system stays stable. This procedure is applied in a small business
project. In this real-world application, we follow the initial round trip to implement
decision tree in system. Then subsequent round trip depends on system data, and system is
altered according to new-generated decision trees. The statistical data retrieved from
database of system is analyzed and the results showed the round trip pattern maintains
system performance at a reasonable level.
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